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Fraco blows out hundred candles
Quebec manufacturer goes a step further in the manufacturing of construction elevators.
St-Mathias-sur-Richelieu, Québec, August 17, 2017 – Here. It is done! Fraco production team has just finalized
the assembly of the 100th SEH Series elevator. This step demonstrates that faith in a quality product and the
commitment of a team of skilled employees and partners can lead far.
To achieve this result, Fraco has put a lot of effort into offering a mature product that stands out from the
competition. From the technical department to the sales and marketing team, to the manufacturing department,
all Fraco members row together to position the SEH Series as a reference for construction elevators in North
America.
Over the past year, Fraco's network of rental company has expanded and the interest in this elevator is growing.
The company even had the audacity to deliver a few SEH Series in the Paris region, a market traditionally occupied
by European competitors.
Fraco would like to thank all the employees, suppliers, subcontractors and partners who have allowed the
company to take this step. Together, they represent a team that can meet all challenges.
Fraco Products Ltd is a Canadian manufacturer of mast climbing access systems such as work platforms,
construction hoists, industrial lifts and transport platforms. That equipment are effective solutions for building
construction, as well as industrial markets (construction of storage tanks), infrastructure works (construction and
repair of bridges and overpasses) and power generation sector (chimney demolition, repair of hyperbolic cooling
towers and dams). Fraco has also earned a solid reputation in developing access systems for special projects. The
company serves markets in North America and Europe.
For additional information, please contact:
Julie Rainville
Présidente
Les Produits Fraco Ltée
(514) 821-0814
julie.rainville@fraco.com

Jacques Lainé, MBA
Director of marketing
Fraco Products Ltd
(514) 713-1212
jacques.laine@fraco.com
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The production team in front of the 100th SEH Series unit
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